
Border Union Championship Show 2011 
PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 
 
I would like to thank the exhibitors who entered and presented their dogs for me to judge today. This 
time of the year is particularly difficult for coat presentation with the result that I had dogs under me at 
different stages of coat development. I can say however that no placings either up or down were made 
as a result of a dog having or not having a full coat today. I was pleased to see that none of the exhibits 
were carrying excessive weight. Pigmentation of nose, lips and palate were all excellent with the 
exception of three exhibits which did affect their placing. There were no yellow eyed exhibits, although 
at the other end of the scale there were exhibits with almost black eyes, and not the dark amber eyes 
which are required in the standard and give a much softer expression. Without exception the bites were 
good and all exhibits had the required double dew claws. Head shape was extremely variable with 
several having too high a dome to the skull. The standard requires a head shape resembling a blunt 
wedge when viewed from the top or side with a slight arch over the skull from front to rear and side to 
side. If we breed from dogs with domed skulls the result will be as we observed in the past, British 
Pyreneans with heads resembling Newfoundlands rather than as defined in the original standard of our 
breed. Finally, and probably the area of major concern was the movement of many exhibits. In profile 
many of the dogs appeared to be covering the ground well with correct gait. However coming and going 
it was a different story. More effort must be made in improving this aspect of our breed and not 
accepting the commonly heard statement that "it moves well for Pyrenean".  
 
PD (3,1)1 Holmes' Lisjovia Against All Odds. Well grown 9 month old predominantly white puppy. Quite 
a tall dog with correct overall balance. Head at this age a little strong for me and lips could be tighter. 
Good pigmentation of nose and lips. Coat rather curly which I have not seen from some time but thick 
and of the correct texture. Movement was controlled with correct angulation front and rear giving drive 
and good ground cover. Carried his tail well when moving Obviously at this age and stage of 
development he needs to strengthen in front and rear.  
 
JD (1)1 Tomkins' Shanlimore Tarvos Of Glenpyr. 17 month predominantly white dog. Medium height and 
for correct balance I would prefer the dog to be a little longer. Head in correct proportion to body. Good 
eye shape. Excellent pigmentation throughout. A little in between coats today but texture correct. 
Correct angulation front and adequate angulation rear. Movement was true front and rear and at this 
stage the dog will still tighten. Used his tail well when moving.  
 
PD (5) 1 Pollard's Gillandant Rockafella JW. At 21 months this attractive blaireau dog is just beginning to 
mature and to my mind show his future promise. He is a medium sized well balanced dog with a 
correctly refined but obviously masculine head. His pigmentation is perfect throughout and with his 
good eye shape, tight lips and slightly defined stop he gives the correct Pyrenean expression. His tail 
ends in the distinctive "shepherd's crook" which is a nice breed characteristic now rarely seen. He moves 
truly and with drive although at this age as one would expect he still has some maturing to do. Later I 
was pleased to award him his first CC and was interested to find that he is a repeat meeting of my BOB. 
2 Nelson's Gillandant Sensationalist. Almost 2 years older but exactly the same breeding as 1. Excellent 
pigmentation throughout and correct eye shape and colour. Similar in size to 1 but heavier built all 



through and not displaying the same amount of elegance as 1. Correct front angulation and adequate 
rear angulation. Used his tail well when moving. 3 Tyrer's Gillandant Lucky Charm.  
 
LD (3) 1 Meakin's Jazannah Josephanite. 3 year old medium sized lightly marked blaireau dog which 
stood out in this class for his movement. He is well balanced overall without any exaggeration. His head 
shape is correct . He has tight lips with excellent pigmentation throughout and correct expression. Both 
standing and on the move his profile is very good and he moved truly front and rear. 2 Downes 
Shanlimore Lord James At Belshanmish. 3yr old lightly marked blaireau with excellent pigmentation 
throughout. Heavier built dog than one with more curvature and width to skull. Movement good in 
profile with correctly carried tail. 3 Blair's Zalute Ztaitusquoallrhino.  
 
OD (6,1) 1 Edward's Ch Shanlimore Jesse James JW. At 5 years of age this medium sized, predominantly 
white dog has reached his maturity.. His pigmentation and eye-colour are correct. He has enough stop 
and not the wedge shaped head I prefer. He is a well-balanced dog overall with a good depth of chest, 
strong back and level topline which he keeps on the move. He was, as always, presented in excellent 
condition with coat of the correct texture. Res CC. 2 Baverstock's Kakasi In High Spirits. At 30 months 
this blaireau dog is of good size and heavier build than 1 . He has an obviously masculine head without 
being too coarse, moderate stop, and perfect pigmentation throughout. He is a well balanced young dog 
but does not need to carry any more weight. His movement is steady and true but today he seemed to 
animation. 3 Bowker's Am Ch Rivergroves Gianni Versace (Imp).  
 
PB (1) 1 Holmes and Maidwell's Lisjovia Whistle In The Wind. 9 month old lightly marked blaireau bitch 
with excellent pigment throughout. Pleasant feminine head although ears are slightly high set. She 
presents a well balanced profile with a good level topline. Her movement is steady and as can be 
expected need to tighten front and rear. She was well presented and I was pleases to award her BP.  
 
JB 1 Baverstosk's Kalkazi Danz In The Moonlight. Just out of puppy this lightly marked blaireau bitch is 
what I would be looking for in a young bitch. She is so typical and elegant in every respect. She has a 
beautiful head and expression as a result of a correctly shaped skull with excellent pigmentation 
throughout and correct eye shape. She holds her shape perfectly going round the ring and although she 
has still a lot of maturing to do I considered her a worthy Res CC winner. 2 Downes Shanlimore Chaldene 
At Belshanmish. 17 months old, predominantly white and for me and another quality young bitch. She is 
well balanced throughout. She has strength without coarseness but for me she lacks a little of the head 
quality of 1. She holds her shape correctly on the move and as can be expected at this age still needs to 
strengthen in front movement.  
 
NB (1) 1 Newman's Newridgehall's Polar Fox. At almost 2 years of age she is developing into a good 
feminine example of the breed. She is predominantly white, has excellent pigmentation with correct 
head and expression. She has good overall balance, moves round the ring accurately and uses her tail to 
advantage. Although alone in the class worthy first place winner.  
 
PB (7,1) 1 Duffel's Kalkasi Misty Star Of Ricaduffal. 20 Month blaireau bitch with good overall balance 
which was reflected in her movement. Her head shape is typical for the breed and her pigmentation, 
eye-shape and colour are all correct giving her the desired feminine expression, Her angulation is correct 



front and rear, she has a good level topline and if she is to keep it, she does not need to put on any more 
weight. 2 Shaw's Lakamoni Argent. This 2 year old blaireau bitch is similar in overall type to 1. She has 
many desired breed features, however for me she just fails on head quality to one and although she 
moves round the ring with drive, her accuracy of movement is not quite as good as 1. 3 Sang's Kalkasi 
Misty Magic At Mizeka.  
 
LB (3,1) 1 Wright's Shanlimore Love Letters At Luisander. This 4 year old predominantly white bitch has a 
pleasing expression, with excellent pigmentation and correct eye shape and colour. She is of medium 
size but well balanced and stands on correctly shaped feet. Her angulation is good front and back and 
although she moves with drive I would like to see a little more front extension. A clear winner in this 
class. 2 Downes Annwylci Merchiefydd At Belshanmish. This 2 year old predominantly white bitch is of 
excellent size, has perfect pigmentation but does not have my preferred head or expression. Her 
pasterns are very weak and this reflect badly in her movement.  
 
OB (4,1) 1 Pollard's Ch Gillandant Sugar And Spice. Whilst I saw and admired this bitch when she was a 
puppy I have never had the opportunity to judge her. I was not disappointed because for me she at 3 
year of age has matured into an excellent example of our breed. She is of medium size but is perfectly 
balanced throughout. Her head and expression are just what I look for with the correct amount of 
curvature to the skull with enough width to exemplify the female head without any coarseness. His 
movement is true and easy and she presents an elegant example of a Pyrenean bitch as she moves 
round the ring. I had no hesitation in giving her the CC and BOB. 2 Sang's Kakasi Destiny's Spirit At 
Mizeka. The last time I judged this bitch I awarded her first in puppy bitch. Since then she has developed 
into a bitch of excellent size and overall balance. Her pigmentation is excellent but for me she is a little 
heavy in head for a bitch. However her movement is strong and true and she covers the ground with 
ease. This and her excellent size were the main factors which won her her place today. 
 
H M Tonks 


